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ABSTRACT: America and Russia are located in two opposition poles of international system and they
draw different figure of world for themselves. Reason of obscurity of these relations is that the policies and
aims of United States of America in the area of former soviet union (including Nato extension, attract
countries of area to economical, political and army association of west and encourage anti Russia policy
between the officials of the countries) and also in the European security and prevent new system of
European comprehensive security system, avoid from grant right of vote ( emphasis on European security
and prevent from new security system in Atlantic ) is serious for vital sources of Russia. Experience of
Russia- America relations showed that every effort was defeated for amending relations between two
countries without attention to existing conflicts and emphasis on shared aspects of shared benefited
points. These problems and challenges are so important for Moscow so that if doesn’t solve it, this country
cannot reconcile in the fields. Based on it, Russia and America need to mutual pasts, searching interactive
compromise solutions and remove opposite views on shared benefited countries and European security.
This research considers relations of America and Russia in the political, security aspects. The prominent
aim is that relation of America and Russia id derived to change direction in foreign policy of Islamic
Republic into east. The importance of this research is considering effect of Russia and America polices on
direction of foreign policy of Islamic Republic of Iran and offering strategies for dynamism foreign policy of
Iran more.
Keywords: Foreign Policy of Russia, United States of America, Foreign Policy of Iran since.
INTRODUCTION
1-1 Statement:
Collapse of soviet union in the shape of two poles systems, is resulted to theory of end of history ( Fokuyama)
and increase motivations of united states in political, safety levels in international system so that domain of these
motivations covered from united states and Nato toward east of former soviet union. Nomination of Vladimir Putin
was resulted to attract different polices than Russia officials which was accompanied to re confrontation to America,
which this confrontation is in different levels like motivations of united states in head of Nato for extending into east,
effort for placing missile defence system and help to NGO and help to political groups who agree with democracy
liberal thoughts for appointing structures which is consistent to united states and at last, increase competitions
between two countries. In this competitive space which is influenced policy of two countries, Islamic Republic of Iran
tried to utilization of two said powers to use political space between two powerful countries for supplying benefits of
Islamic Republic especially in the period of Mahmoud Ahmadi Nejad we saw turning in foreign policy of Islamic
Republic of Iran and shaping foreign policy different from before. In this research, we try to analyze foreign policy of
IR. Iran after appointing Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in the shadow of competitions.
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2-1

Background:
In said subject of articles and books which was written to Persian language which will be discussed shortly,
Amini, Armin in article of membership of Russia in Nato and National Safety of Iran) strategy chapter, No.312( spring
2004) safety interaction of Russia and Nato was considered from theoretical point of view especially realistic neo
classic view and Constructivism. Karami, Jahangir in the book of variations of foreign policy, nature of government
to west problem, Tehran, bureau of political and international studies, 2005, considered existing strategies in Russia
and nature space of it. The current writing could determine safety discourses on political safety nobles and relations
of Russia and west world. Of course, the said book considered safety relations till 2005. In another book by Karami,
Jahangir with title of Relations of Ir. Iran and Russia Federation, Tehran: Bureau of Political and International Studies
2009. Islamic Republic of Iran and Russia Federation was considered which its structure considered cooperation of
two countries in political- economical- military dimensions and inert capacities, problems and barriers for excellence
of these relations were investigated. Aminian. Bahador in book of America and Nato, Tehran: Imam Hussein
University, Press and Publication Institute, 2007, tried to discuss existing reason of nato after dissolution of former
oviet union and determine extension of Nato in two missionary and geographical dimensions, in this book different
views like strategically theories, economical, Institutionalism, Nato Neo liberal and its performance. Hegemonic
strategy is with emphasis on leadership of America which is investigated Nato task from early in fixing and extension
of Hegemonic of America. At last, the indice of this book try to investigate Nato nature based on hegemonic of
America. Darmi, Salimi in the book of Nato in 21 century, Tehran: Abrar Moaser Research Center, 2007, written the
filed of Nato variations after 11 September and take new approach. In this book, military structures and its capabilities
are emphasized. Also, Prague session decisions in the framework of rapid reaction forces and Nato and Russia
Cooperation and existing challenges are explained.
From studying sum of existing sources of the writer, these lines resulted that there is little about America and
Russia Relations and its effect of foreign policy of Ir. Iran. Thus, we try to reach better comprehension of the
competitions and its effect on foreign policy of Ir. Iran with citing of hypothesizes and indices.
3-1 Aims
General Aim:
Discussion of effect of Relation of America and Russia on foreign policy of Ir. Iran.
Minor Aims:
1- Discussion of foreign relations of IR. Iran with emphasis on foreign relations to Russia and America
2- Discussion foreign relations of America and Russia to Iran
3- Discussion effect of foreign relations of America and Russia on foreign policy of Ir. Iran in time of cold war
4- Discussion effect of foreign relations of America and Russia on foreign policy of Ir. Iran in time of presidency
of Putin
5- Discussion effect of foreign relations of America and Russia on foreign policy of Ir. Iran in time of presidency
of Obama
6- Discussion effect of foreign relations of America and Russia on foreign policy of Ir. Iran after events of 11
September.
4-1 Question
How are effective relations between America and Russia on preventing more on foreign policy of Ir. Iran toward
east?
5-1 Hypothesis:
It seems that rivals of unites states and Russia in political and safety levels are resulted toward direction into
foreign policy of Ir. Iran during 2005 and after that into eastward.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The type of research is analytical- descriptive which is reached by studying and analysis of writings and
discourses about personal or social events.
7-1 Theoretical Framework of Research:
1-7-1 Foreign Policy of Iran and International Structure:
Islamic republic of Iran is derived from Islamic orders and bases with having valuable system. Importance of
values is that it can make base if behaviours and structures in foreign policy and many reasons are offering aims and
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reactions. When values locate in the network of cause and effect system, in fact, it shows type of communication,
continuation and Priority and Recency in which valuable system is cited: 1. existing valuable system is based on
foreign policy behaviors in foreign policy. This system is consistent to international patterns and in another sections,
opposite with them. If we regard the most important specification of foreign policy of Iran as Islamic and Revolution,
Islamic Iran respected mission, commitment and special role in which challenges it to international structure.
Analysis of Islamic Revolution of Iran showed that Iran revolution happened with opposition to international
system and cited values and norms that were contrast with benefits of supporter powers. Some of these values are:
independent, freedom, justice, tight of determination of destiny, correlation and unification oppressed, Muslims
awaking, legitimacy of deprived nations, justice, cooperation, community and in other word, fight against power,
plundering, bullying, monopoly, foreign base, imperial, colonization, ignorance, schism and difference. Islamic Iran
tried to change public thought of deprived nations on international system and convert values into norms with
designing these values in foreign policy.3
2-7-1 Foreign Policy of America
After world war two, revolution and apparent changes occurred in America. America which is regarded its foreign
policy in Europe and Asia as power balances in that two regions and entered into war because of restoration and
maintain balance in first and world ward two, thus, it shall refer to normal its position which is isolated and non
intervention in International policy of Europe.
As we know, superior power of every country is recognized as itself that is England. In Asia, superior power of
Japan is regarded by china and when these aims don’t obtain, America enters war or take a policy not to collide
balance between two poles. This policy is taken by America and after that, it come back to its isolated policy and in
world war two, because of balance power, it entered war. But after world war two, did America return to its main
policy?
After world war two, the basic question was what the foreign policy is, whereas, Europe is weaker than prevent
from Russia penetration and maintain balance?
1- Mehdi Hosseinian, Revolution, Press and Values, Tehran, Organization of Cultural Documents of Islamic
Revolution.
2- Same source
America discussed foreign policy because of change situations and international conditions after world war two
in first article of Morganta and believed that America general policy was neutral and non intervention in policy and
power and international problems. Now, Morganta explains foreign policy of America after world war two and cited
that in foreign behavior of America, apparent variations happened than to international problems and policy of power
and revolution which is derived from technological, social, safety and national benefits of America. Now, America is
regarded as super power country and participates in global policy actively.
It is committed that defend from Europe as permanent and prevent from superior and don’t allow Soviet Union
convert to super power.
When China was fallen into communists at 1949 in Asia, and Chankyanchek resisted against them, America
Committed that defends from Asia and its policy was that prevent from super power in this region. How and with tools
America wanted to maintain its effect?
In the view of Morganta, since 1947 America take four foreign policy in international arena are:
1- Truman Doctrine
2- Containment Policy
3- Marshal Plan
4- Alliance System
3-7-1 Strategy of National Safety of America after Cold War
In deed of guidance of Defense policy making, main aims of political and military of America are:
1. Prevention from emergence of new rival, it shall prevent from emergence of new challenger power in
regions in which its sources make global power by obtaining. These regions consist of west Europe, East
Asia, Former Soviet Union, and southwest of Asia.
2. In this regard, 3 elements are considered simultaneously:
America shall organize a new discipline to convince potential rivals no to follow policy of competition to America.
_______________________________________________
1- Shirazi, Aboulhassan, NATIONAL Benefit of America in Central Asia in competition to Russia,
Journal of Central Asia and Carcass, No.29, spring 2010
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In non military fields, benefit of industrial powers is regarded as if avoid from intervention of discipline.
Potential challengers shall locate in managed mechanisms not to think about more regional and global role.
3. Probable challenges and threats can form in limitation shape of access to vital role of citizens especially
Persian Gulf, reproduction of mass killing weapons and Ballistic missiles, terrorism against Americans
or regional and national crisis and also smuggler of addiction.
4. Probable scenarios with concentration of two fields of North Korea and Iraq will be discussed.
5. America can act as multipurpose in temporary alliance with other players.
6. It is emphasized that placement and continuation of global system shall be depend on America and
whenever is necessary, America tolerate its want on international system.
This deed predicates repeated military intervention of America and perfect dominance on Eurasia. But its explicit
tongue allowed Bush government to mediate in it based on recommendations of General Brent Skograft counselor
of Safety of Presidency.
4-7-1 Strategies of National Safety of Russia Federation till 2020
Dimitry Medvedof , the president of Russia at 12.05.2009, approved members of Russia federation , Russia
institutes and Citizens in the filed of supply national safety, in the regard to unification of federal efforts till 2020.
Some of main contents of this strategy is as following:
1- Current world moves into globalization of all international life dimensions which have dynamism,
correlation of accidents.
2- Pass from contract into multi dimensional diplomacy elements and also capacity of natural sources
of Russia and utilization of action based, opportunities of Russia Federation in encourage
international penetration, thus Russia federation has sufficient capacity for encouraging its
placement between developed countries by effective participation in dividing global work, increase
economical competition by median term.
3- Probable restoration into one dimensional strategy in international relations, conflicts between main
players of global policy, danger of extension of mass killing weapons and access terrorists to these
weapons and also completing illegal activity in domains of Cybernetics, biological and developed
technologies and negative effect of supply national benefit of Russia federation. Confront to new
informing and threat of stability of social, economical development and democratic principles will be
increased. Feelings and trends like nationalism, Xenophobia, religious Extremism will be increased
under shadow of religious extremism. Problems pertain to environment and dangers pertain to illegal
migration and out of control, smuggler of drug and human and other crimes will be increased.
Dissemination of widespread diseases derived from new viruses is possible; shortage of water will
be seen.
4- In long term, dominance on energy sources including in Middle East, Barnts Sea and other Arctic
regions, domain of Caspian Sea will be considered. In median tern, Iraq situation, Middle East
conflicts caused some of south Asia countries will influence on the region.
5- Existing physical situations of materials and dangerous units especially in countries that their
situation is non stable and also spreading out of control by the governments can cause intensify the
situation and international conflicts.
6- In long term, Russia federation will try to stable its international relations based on maintain stable
safety and equality of all countries.
7- Russia will help to strength economical association as central region and operative tools for grand
shared projects in the fields of water, energy, infrastructure and also other projects are so vital.
8- Strength of political capacity of Shanghai cooperation organization and encourage operative actions
in the framework of this organization and interactive cooperative is so vital for Russia.
9- Russia federation wants to stable mutl dimensional cooperation to EU. Like establish shared space
in the economical fields, foreign safety, education, culture and sciences. Establish safety open
system in Euro Atlantic which is based on perfect contracts and respond to national benefits of
Russia.
10- Non acceptance of Nato programs in the regard to transit military infrastructure toward Russia
borders and effort for extension which is opposite to international law and will be determined in
Russia and Nato relations.
11- Russia will try to stable multidimensional relations to America based on shared interests as for effect
of two countries. Access to new agreements in regard to control mass killing weapons, strength of
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confidence and also settlement problems pertain to non lacking spreading mass killing weapons,
increase cooperation in the field of terrorism, and settlement regional conflicts.
12- In international domain, Russia maintain its benefit with use of legal, economical, military and other
tools from its government.
Perform political policy with operate tasks pertain to stability development and non continuation link , low continuation
of conversion of development, consistence to Russia in global economy area will be confronted to difficulty.
13- For prevention national safety, it is necessary to establish economical stability and racial agreement,
supply economical capacity, increase quality of governmental institutes and effective strategies for
coordination to civil society in supply vital rights of citizens like living, safety, housing, health and
manner of health life and access to education and development.
5-7-1 Foreign Policy of Russia in Putin era
Russia is intent to obtain its situation in international level. They learned that if they are consistence to America
or critic it, will be played role. Nato went to Kosovo and America assailed to Iraq. In this filed, Russia benefits are
regarded as second degree power. But Russia is following past nobles and this problem is considered by Yeltsin.
Putin considered returning to past with realistic view and was favorite person because of patriot.
1- Moshirzadeh Homeyra, 2006, Analysis of foreign policy of IR. Iran from structure view, Nasrin
Mosafa, View to foreign policy of Iran, Bureau of Political and International Studies.
Putin established cohesion in Russia and this heritage was transmitted to Dimistry Medvedof as well as power
concentration. Political stability of Russia and economical richness because of receive high income by oil sale and
gas and action based on Putin for access to superior position caused to unsatisfied Russia because of second degree
rank. Now, Russia is following competition because of said contents but if this rivalry is derived to weakness of
Russia, Russian companies confront to problems thus this case is considered by Russia more 1.
6-7-1 Discussion of Background in Relations of America and Russia
With dissolution of former Soviet Union in December 1999, Russia republic replaced it. Although, new Russia,
has partial of geo politic and geo strategic advantages of former Russia. But major part of these advantages has lost
and current situation of Russia show that geo politics bottlenecks play vital role on strategic policies like military
power. Basic changes in global system were made in threshold of millennium and influenced on Russia. America
wants to weaken Russia with its foreign policy.
Russia wants to establish diplomatic relations to different countries. Since Russia lost its ideological system and
want to restore economical, social and political institutes, Russia foreign policy will be directed in these regards.
Global basic changes devastated Moscow and Washington relations. As if contested by political leaders of Russia
and America, every party are interested in establishing mutual relation in the military- strategic, political, economical
relations. Positive insight to future cause equalize benefits in vital fields like save international safety, settlement
regional conflicts, control weapons, non spreading mass killing weapons, reactive weapons and missiles, fight to
terrorism, spread drug as illogical. During cold war, we saw the said. America as super power and absence of Russia
is great reasons which cause to pull Russia toward America. By dissolution Soviet Union and separation the
republics, many changes were made.
1- Kolati Elaheh, Reasons and Results of development of relations Russia and Israel , Tehran,
Law and Political Sciences Press, 2004
Americans are influenced by relations between two countries since Gorbajove area and cited idea of mutual
benefits. Accede America into yard of Russia caused this elation entered into new area after cold war. In this regard,
Russia left its inimical relation to America. With dissolution Soviet Union, new cooperation subjects are cited, thus
their relation is so important. 1
7-7-1 Challenges of Russia – America Relations
8-7-1 Near Abroad and its importance for Russia
After dissolution Russia which was regarded as the greatest geo politics disaster by the thinkers, some of
Russians did not believe that the grand country like Russia was dissected and divided to 15 republics. Vast Russia
benefits which were left in some countries caused to leave it and some while after Russia dissolution, Kremlin
considered this region for itself. Near abroad shows importance of this relation to Russia and all parties regarded
importance to it. In some occasional, some of effective officials like Vladimir Zhirnovski leader of democrat liberal
party supported republicans. As said before, importance of this field is so sensitive. This case caused not tolerates
Russia for presence of foreign countries and settle this challenge in any way2.
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9-7-1 Nato extension to East
Since some of them believed that after dissolution of Russia and communism defeat and east camp, there is not
rivalry between Russia and west but it is proved the inaccuracy of this idea. Since Nato organization lost its nature
philosophy after that and invalid of Virchow contract, but with re define of new roles, showed that wants to extension
of Nato into countries like Russia. The first extension period of Nato in Washington meeting (april 1999) with
attachment of cheque, Hungary and Poland was finished without any treat.
1- Karami, Jahangir, Variations of foreign policy of Russia , nature of government, Tehran,
Bureau of Political and International Studies, 2005
2- Richter, Paul, (2009) “Restrained Obama leaves many displeased”, Los Angeles Times,
January 07
In second wave of Nato extension in 2004, seven countries like Bulgaria, Romania, Latvian, Litvia, Slovenia and
Slovakia were and Nato members were 26. In this step, Russia obtained acceptance situation. But since it seems
that future step will be confronted to more severity, the mutual relations will be influenced. In other word, restoration
of Russia relations and Nato and its effect on continuation of Nato extension into east are problems are attracted by
the experts. In that time, Russia strategy into Putin was mild and Russians did not regard Nato extension against its
national safety, although, Russia could not support Nato but change in Russia strategy made impossible to establish
incredible approach between them.
But good ceremonies between two countries was not long term and was dark with accidents like Russia war
against Georgia in 2008 and during 2009, influenced on interaction of Moscow and Brussels. By restoration of relation
between America and Russia and Nato's need to multi aspects cooperation in different fields like Afghanistan and
aggressive strategy into it was started. But this process was followed to events like Georgia membership and Ukraine
in NATO, Nato Manoeuvre in Georgia, Russia independent manoeuvre in north carcass and military manoeuvre of
Russia and request for withdrawal Abkasia independent and south Oustia by Ministry of foreign Affairs will be
continued and made verbal fight against parties.
10-7-1 Missile Defense of America in East of Europe
Doubtless, during present years, the most important subject of conflict between Russia and America is missile
defense shield. Based on this plan, America wants to place its missile defense system in some of Eastern Europe
countries which is opposite by Russians. George Bush, the former president of America wanted to place its missile
defense shield in cheque and Poland with citing that North Korea and Iran are treats for safety of Europe and America.
They knew that the main aim of these systems is Moscow, and this case confronts to objection of Russia, so that
Russia reactive power is limited. From that time, missile defense shield was converted to conflicts between Moscow
and Washington. Bush era was finished and this hope was raised in which Barak Obama period, we see better
relations.
1- Rahchamani, Aboulghasem, National safety of America in century 21, Tehran, Abrar
Moaser Cultural Institute of Studies, 2004
In this time, Rist plan was made, but end of Dimitry Medvedof presidency and appoint Vlaidimir Putin caused
rivalry between Russia and America , so that many changes were made in Obama period but this case could not
restore relations between them.
11-7-1 Fear from Soviet Restoration
Commence of Russians efforts for making custom association between euro Asia countries concerned some of
western countries. Custom association consists of countries like Russia, Belarus and Qazaqistan. And it tries to
attract other countries. Armenia, Qerqizestan and Tajikistan are now membering to it and one of the main problems
of Ukraine variations was custom association. The most important point is considered here, is that in time of Russia
dissolution, the three republicans made final decision for ending Russia unification, instead of Ukraine, which tried to
member in this association unsuccessfully, two other countries are members now. This case caused to some of
western officials regarded it as unreal subject and collect euro Asia association. From officials, this politicaleconomical association is to unify other countries and as for rejection of Kremlin, this case is so important. 2
12-7-1 America and Russia and foreign policy of Iran
During current weeks, Ukraine variations and conflicts between East and West are considered. In this regard,
government and press discussed it more. In one hand, reformist press with support Ukraine west insight, regarded
Yulia Timoshkow as powerful person in East Europe and interpreted the changes as revolution for freedom and in
other hand, foundation press regarded the variations as coup in which role of west countries so vital.
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1- Karami Jahangir, variations of foreign policy of Russia, Tehran, bureau of political
and international studies, 2005
2- F. Gregory Gaas, do democracy prevents? Translate by Hassan Pasha, Zamaneh,
fouth year, 2005, no,38
Instead of press support which part, we have to cite realistic analysis it. Since internal conflict is so much in this
country but doubtless, the variations are indirect involvement between America and Russia. Now, the key question
is that: how is the best policy for Iran to confront Ukraine variations, we shall pointed that during past years, America
Russia relations lapsed relative restoration and this synchronic caused to obtain the severe sanctions against Iran.
But now the West East synchronic replaced to severe situation, Iran can use the opportunities in obtaining realistic
policy. Since Russia and Iran have high potential but transactions level is so low. New situations can change this
case and this stimulator is made that the restoration is shown. The witness is about current report of oil transaction
against article between Russia and Iran. In other word, this hypothesis is regarded as the Russians try to fight with
West about Karimah. This case caused Moscow did not cooperate in the nuclear negotiations as before with group
5+1 to Iran. Since Iran tries to reduce sanctions in negotiations but relative restoration can reduce effect of sanctions.
As well, the west wants to retreat Iran from its situations whereas, Iran doesn’t want to backtrack from its red line if
the sanctions increase1.
Thus, Islamic Republic of Iran shall obtain situation about Ukraine in which sentence this status and in other hand,
set aside legal government. What happened in Ukraine was the opposite of government could relieve legal
government that is Vicotoria Ynkovich and in another hand, Iran shall show right of referendum by defense of country.
Concluding:
Middle East regional variations especially Syria crisis entered international role of Russia and regional balance
and interaction to America in political literature and of course, relation to Egypt was added. Yet, probable of important
agreement is cited for a type of separation responsibility of the region.
As well as these variations, but America intervention in Ukraine events showed that complexity of Russia America
relations is pregnancy of opposite events. In newest variation, Russia president at Tuesday 31, one day before new
Christmas year congratulated New Year to his American counterpart, Barak Obama and said we are ready to
establish effective communications to Washington. He pointed to Moscow Washington cooperation and announced
that these two countries can cooperate for resolving problems.
In Russia, about relations and Russia Iran cooperative, there are different views, different Dogma parties support
Iran Russia cooperation. Russia analysts regard Russia Iran cooperation as warrant stability in region and believed
that Russia cooperation to Iran is better than cooperation to America in ling term. But what is definite is that foreign
policy of Russia will be determined by the presidency. Russia experts believed that Russia locates in passing step
after 20 years from dissolution and in this step, is ancillary of West variations.
Ukraine events showed that people of former republicans tired from the Americans and America made these
republicans in dissension since 5 years and economical disaster. In his view, Russia cooperation can promote Russia
level in regional problems.
Russia relation to Iran has different layers and these relations are not simple. In Russia, it is dream to annoy
America, but to annoy America is not important, for Russia, defense and support euro Asia is important than America.
Today, Russia is on imbalance situation to America. For America, Iran which locates in remote distance is regarded
as global order. America is following leader problems in Iran to show it has power for prevent from nuclear weapons.
Iran plays key role in Middle East. If Iran doesn’t success in reaching to nuclear weapons, in fact, America prevents
from nuclear weapons. If America doesn't perform it, 20 years effort of white house officials defeated and this case
is so important for America who claims as super power in world.
In practice, Iran is not concern for America, but since Iran is as leader elements in world, thus American insight
is different from Russia.
Iran is regional neighbor for Russia. Iran can make problem for Russia. After dissolution of Soviet Union, Iran
was confident neighbor and since their relation was not equal, there was no problem. Iran doesn't intervene about
Carcass and middle Asia countries. Iran played vital role in making peace in Tajikistan and did not use its negative
pride against Russia. Although, legal problems of Caspian Sea did not resolve but this opposition is not so acute.
Moscow can supply stability in cooperation to Iran, but in first sight, Iran access to nuclear weapon was
encountered to many reactions. America is following global priorities. As said before, Iran is grand country in region
and is not comparative to other countries. Global energy will be supplied from Iran otherwise; transmission of energy
will be encountered danger. America supports alliances benefits in region in which is global important. America has
global intentions, shall supply transmission of energy with prevention from nuclear weapons but Russia support its
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priorities in other level and is remote from America problems. If we think so that stability is benefited to Russia, since
oil price will be increased, it is credulous.
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